Insulation, Lath, & Building Wrap

Attaching Coated Ceramic

GRIP-DECK® Self-drilling screw
Weather resistant, ceramic coated self-drilling screws. Available in lengths from 1-5/8” up to 6”. Used for attaching continuous insulation, lath, & building wrap to heavy gauge steel studs.

*Labor-saving tools available
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• Ceramic coating for corrosion resistance

• Available in bulk (1-5/8" - 6") or collated (1-5/8" -3")

• Self drilling for attachment to heavy gauge steel studs (12 ga. thru 18 ga.)

• Phillips drive with bugle head

Available Lengths & Sizes:

1-5/8" screw, #6 dia. Bulk or collated

2" screw, #6 dia. Bulk or collated

2-1/2" screw, #8 dia. Bulk or collated

3" screw, #8 dia. Bulk or collated

3-1/2" screw, #10 dia. Bulk only

4" screw, #10 dia. Bulk only

4-1/2" screw, #10 dia. Bulk only

5-1/2" screw, #10 dia. Bulk only

6" screw, #10 dia. Bulk only

Recommended screw length is dependent on assembly thickness. Minimum of 4 threads penetration through the steel studs is required.